Auditory temporal gap detection for noise markers with partially overlapping and non-overlapping spectra.
Temporal gap detection thresholds were obtained from six listeners using an adaptive tracking method and constant spectrum-level noises. In separate blocks of trials, the markers bounding the gap were systematically varied in their spectral overlap or separation (expressed in equivalent rectangular bandwidths, ERBs). In the same listeners, gap thresholds were also obtained for noises of the same bandwidths as those constituting the overlap in the overlap conditions (in the presence of a wideband notched noise masker: 'mask' conditions). For the spectral overlap/separation conditions, gap thresholds were a systematic, linear function of spectral dissimilarity in four of six listeners. In the mask conditions, gap thresholds were inversely related to bandwidth in all listeners. For the three-, four- and five-ERB conditions, gap thresholds in the same listeners for the spectral overlap conditions were higher than those for mask stimuli with the same available within-channel bandwidth and spectrum levels. These data suggest that the spectral dissimilarity between the markers over-rode the availability of within-channel information in the recovery of the temporal gap.